A Mysterious Visitor from Space

One adjective night, (child’s name) was verb ending in -ing in the backyard when (he/she) saw a(n) adjective light in the sky. It got bigger and bigger until a(n) adjective spaceship landed right next to the noun!

Out of the spaceship came a(n) adjective alien with number plural body part and a(n) color body part. The alien introduced itself as funny alien name from the planet made-up planet name.

(Funny alien name) was on a mission to learn about noun. But, (he/she) needed (child’s name)’s help because (he/she) didn't understand noun or how to verb.

So, (child’s name) took funny alien name on a(n) adjective tour of Earth. They verb ending in -ed in the place, verb ending in -ed at a(n) place, and even verb ending in -ed a(n) adjective noun.

To say thank you, funny alien name gave child’s name a(n) adjective gift from his/her planet: a(n) adjective object that could verb.

With a wave of his/her body part, funny alien name said goodbye and flew back into the adjective sky. But child’s name knew that he/she would always have a(n) adjective friend in the far-off planet of made-up planet name.